Molly Mine Stitch and Flip Crazy Quilt Tutorial
There are two files for each block
The first file is a QE file. This file has only a thin zigzag and has a ¼ inch seam
allowance and will be the one you will want to use if making a quilt.
The second file has an applique edge for putting the block onto projects and will
have a full applique border. Do not use this file if you are making a quilt and plan
on joining the blocks together without sashing. You can use the ap file if you are
stitching onto a fabric that will be used as part of the front of the quilt as sashing.
Begin by hooping your stabilizer and fabric. You can stitch right on stabilizer as
long as you are not using tear-a-way and not using the AP file.
When cutting your fabric you will want to cut the pieces very generous since only
the first piece will be cut on the actual line.
Occasionally there will be a motif that must be stitched before a fabric is placed,
those instructions will be on the chart so please read each chart for individual
blocks.
If you would rather watch a video tutorial for a stitch and flip block you may view
it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I92jkrW0ARI&t=67s
Step 1 will show you the entire
outline of your project.

Place your fabric over the area
shown on the chart. Run step 2

Trim inside fabrics next to line.
If the first fabric is next to the edge
leave trim only inside areas

Lay your next fabric face down
along the seam of the first fabric as
shown. Run step 3

Flip your fabric over and run step 4
Trim inside edges

Repeat steps until all fabric is
placed

Molly Mine Embroidery Designs holds the copyright to this design set AND instructions. Molly Mine designs may be used on
things to sell but the designs themselves are not to be resold or shared. If you have a friend who is interested in Molly Mine
designs please honor the hard work invested in creating them and give them the link www.mollymine.com so they can
purchase their own copy.
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